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Abstract. The study presents data collection and data analysis principles and techniques applied for structural
monitoring of timber-concrete experimental vehicular bridge. The framework of data acquisition for structural
health evaluation is divided in two principal stages, namely, pre-monitoring stage and monitoring stage. Rational
decision making and optimization of monitoring technical resources are demonstrated by establishing
relationships between the measured variables in a context of the characteristics of the chosen measuring
techniques. Field data are collected for two fundamental performance parameters of the structure, i.e. bending
strains/stresses and deflection at a critical section of the bridge caused by heavy-duty vehicles. High degree of
correlation is found between the two variables (r = 0.98) upon which any consequent monitoring activities can
be based only on one measurement method found most suitable for long term technical conditions. As a result
statistics of the other structural parameter can be derived by the established regression function. Furthermore,
differences and causes of data dispersion obtained within the pre-monitoring stage are briefly discussed as well
as some basic recommendations regarding the improvement of data reliability of both measuring techniques.
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Introduction
Structural health monitoring generally is associated with visual inspections in the predetermined
time intervals, which also can be part of a larger bridge management system [1]. In digital era
technical capabilities of monitoring have been significantly expanded along with the development of
computer aided measurement systems and data storing capacities. Nowadays, bridge structures are
commonly monitored using strain gauge systems, accelerometers, fiber optic sensors, digital
transducers, etc. either in the wireless remote networks or as stand-alone systems, see [2; 3]. Typically
monitoring is applied to the infrastructure elements, which require some approval of the expected
structural response, for instance, when comparing real behavior of the structure to the assumptions and
the outcome of a design phase. These usually are novel or complex structures, which have not been
practiced before as well as older structures with significant damage accumulation prior to the decision
of their decommissioning. Monitoring effectively provides engineering information regarding the
safety of the structure at a particular moment of time and allows timely to track down changes of the
structural response.
Although the timber-concrete composite (TCC) concept in its basic form is known since 1930ies
[4], only with a recent development of glulam technology it has almost been rediscovered again [5].
Vehicular bridges are very demanding in terms of load capacity and therefore all assumptions made
during the design stage have to be verified by field tests or by monitoring. In Latvia only two
vehicular TCC bridges have been built so far. One is over the river Vaive (57º19’51”N, 25º23’31”E);
year of construction 1977 [6].The other bridge is built in 2015 and serves as a full scale research
object for this study and for TCC bridges in general [7]. The aim of this research, therefore, is to
demonstrate the monitoring principles and methods adapted for the investigation of key load response
aspects of the previously mentioned experimental TCC bridge. Any monitoring system is associated
with certain expenses. It has to be technically and economically feasible and at the same time it has to
provide sufficient engineering data for a decision maker to be able to interpret safety and structural
performance of the bridge. The load response data collected during the monitoring allow engineering
judgment to be formulated regarding the modelling assumptions and validity, robustness of the bridge,
change of the loading regimes, damage accumulation as well as formal limit states defined by the
standards (see Eurocode 5: Design of timber structures – Part 2: Bridges, [8]).
Materials and methods
Monitoring program was conducted on the 6m span experimental timber-concrete bridge, which
was installed in the sand quarry (56º22’59”N, 23º27’47”E) characterized by the intensive heavy-duty
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vehicular activity due to the sand extraction and production. Typical weight of such vehicles
depending on the axle configuration is around 300-520 kN.
Measurement categories and arrangement of the bridge instrumentation are illustrated in Figure 1.
Basic technical and operational characteristics of the systems chosen for the monitoring purposes are
summarized in Table 1.

Fig. 1. Layout of the measurement system
Table 1
Characteristics of measurement systems
Variable
and
location

Measurement
technique

Deflection
of the
bridge
Location:
middle of
the timber
beam in
longitudinal
direction
Stress of
glulam
beam
Location:
timber
beam outer
fibers at
maximum
negative
bending
moment
Vehicle
type and
travel
direction

Laser optical
system PSM
200 [9]

Characteristics of the measurement system
Advantages
High precision (nominal
resolution 0,01 mm)
Dynamic measurements with
flexible frequency setting (up to
500 Hz)
Multiple measurement points

Compact size (less attractive to
vandalism)
Strain gauge
network
system: 50mm
Dynamic measurements with
unidirectional
flexible frequency setting (up to
gauges HBM,
50 Hz)
2015) + HBM
Spider8, [10] Can be energy autonomous (long
term suitability)
Triggering of recording possible
by predefined threshold value
Simple in installation and
Motion
maintenance; autonomous
sensitive
Can be equipped with wi-fi for
photo camera
remote access
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Drawbacks
Only one measurement point
Suitable for short period
measurements only
Relatively expensive
Assistance and presence of
engineer required (computer
driven system)
Inflexible in terms of setting the
optical path and positioning
Relatively expensive
Complex engineering
knowledge involving (electric
circuitry, temperature
compensation algorithms, etc.)
Value of material elasticity
modulus required (for this study
glulam GL24h is used, i.e.
E0,g, mean=11,6 kN·mm-2
Vandalism sensitive
-
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The plan of the monitoring program was conducted following the principal scheme depicted in
Figure 2. Accordingly the whole program can be divided in two basic stages, i.e. the pre-monitoring
stage and the monitoring stage. The pre-monitoring stage is necessary for establishment of statistical
relationship between the variables in focus; structural response data in here are collected for one or
two days only. In the monitoring stage itself measurements of only one variable are collected; the
other variable is derived from quantitative relationships established in the pre-monitoring stage.
Depending on the objectives of the monitoring it can be further prolonged for number of years or in
some cases even decades just with one measurement system.
Pre-monitoring stage
Establishment of quantitative
relationship

Short term
simultaneous
measurements

Monitoring stage

STRESS

DEFLECTION

Medium term STRESS
(physical measurements)
Correlation, Regression

Medium term DEFLECTION
(derived values)

Fig. 2. Principal scheme of monitoring
Fundamental parameters characterizing structural response of the experimental bridge are bending
stresses and deflection of timber-concrete beams. If relationship between these two variables is found
to be representative, then monitoring with only one measurement system can be objectively and
economically justified, thus providing considerable savings in the monitoring budget.
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Fig. 3. Deflection recording in time domain (fragment depicted)
Typical statistical data of load effects have been built from the peak values of stress and
deflection simultaneous measurements, see Figure 3. Total number of variable pairs analyzed in the
pre-monitoring stage of this study is n = 112 and subsequent variable relationship forms the
quantitative basis of the medium (long) term monitoring.
Results and discussion
Quantitative representation of the extracted peak values is depicted in Figure 4. High correlation
is established between the variables (r = 0.98), suggesting that linear regression is applicable in this
case (R2 = 0.961).
Although traffic content during the pre-monitoring stage was similar on the vehicle-to-vehicle
basis, the load effect data seem to concentrate in two clusters. The primary cause of the clustering has
been recognized due to the different road conditions and surface smoothness at each end of the bridge.
This assumption was studied in detail by decomposing the measurements regarding the respective
vehicle travelling direction over the bridge, which were documented by the motion sensitive camera
(data histograms in Figure 5 and Figure 6). Higher values of load effect can be expected wherever
there is a source for dynamic excitation of the vehicle (bumps on the road in this case). This aspect has
been researched for other general bridge-vehicle dynamic interaction cases, see [11; 12].
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Fig. 4. Bending stress and deflection data pairs.
Decomposition of records allows evaluating spread of data for each variable. Given the different
physical essence of the measured variables a non-dimensional data of spread estimator is used for the
comparison of both. The coefficient of variation (COV), which is normalized measure of dispersion, is
calculated as a ratio of sample standard deviation to sample mean and expressed in percentage.
Bending stress measurements generally had lower relative spread – for decomposed data of travel
directions around 5.3 % and 5.9 %. Respective numbers for deflection measurements are 8.9 % and
7.1 %. The differences suggest that the bending stress (strain measurements) in this experimental setup
is a more reliable indicator compared to the deflection measurements. Most likely explanation of
additional noise in the deflection data is the fact that the laser beam cannot be 100 % isolated from
ground micro vibrations caused by the traffic on the bridge and embankments. Certain noise reduction,
however, can be achieved if a sturdy and inert base is prepared for the laser beam unit of the
deflectometer (concrete pad, for instance). Improved deflection data would also lead to a more precise
regression model between the bending stress and deflection variables, which ultimately would
improve the data quality of the monitoring stage as well.
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Fig. 5. Deflection measurements
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Even if the loading effects are considerably varying due to a number of factors described above,
the functionality of statistical relationship still holds and provides essential information in health
control of a structure. Based on the regression model assumed any further data collection can be
conducted with only the bending stress measurement system, which according to Table 1 is more
suitable for the medium and long term monitoring purposes. The deflection values necessary for
serviceability control of the bridge can be derived mathematically using the relationship established
from the pre-monitoring stage.
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When using the strain gauge system some degree of uncertainty regarding timber strain
conversion to bending stress values has to be acknowledged. In linear elastic range stress is directly
proportional to the elasticity modulus (E) of the material. In this bridge project glulam of GL24h class
is used with respective mean elasticity of such timber parallel to the grain E0,g, mean=11.6 kN·mm-2
(according to EN 14080:2013, [13]). If monitoring is aimed for higher precision then standardized
mean values may not give the best representation of the structural system. In such situations it is
advised to test particular material for its exact elasticity. For timber-concrete bridges it can be done by
non-destructible methods at the glulam beam prefabrication stage, see [14; 15].
Conclusions
1. Rationally planned monitoring activities can provide essential information regarding the loadbridge interaction in the post-construction phase.
2. Positive linear relationship is found between two fundamental load effects (stress and deflection)
in the given load regime of the experimental TCC bridge, r = 0.98.
3. Magnitude of bending stress and deflection of the structural elements are dependent on the road
conditions of the bridge. Bi-modal character of the response data is one of the possible indications
of differing technical conditions or damage accumulation within the structural system or the road
surface.
4. Deflection measurements with laser optics can be noisier if the laser beam unit is not properly
isolated from external vibrations caused by the traffic.
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